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Indirect searches for products of dark matter annihilation and decay
face the challenge of identifying an uncertain and subdominant signal
in the presence of uncertain backgrounds. Two valuable approaches
to this problem are (1) using analysis methods which take advantage
of different features in the energy spectrum and angular distribution
of the signal and backgrounds, and (2) more accurate characteri-
zation of backgrounds, which allows for more robust identification
of possible signals. These two approaches are complementary and
can be significantly strengthened when used together. I review the
status of indirect searches with gamma rays using two promising tar-
gets, the Inner Galaxy and the Isotropic Gamma-Ray Background.
For both targets, uncertainties in the properties of backgrounds is
a major limitation to the sensitivity of indirect searches. I then
highlight approaches which can enhance the sensitivity of indirect
searches using these targets.
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Indirect dark matter detection offers a promising approachto detecting dark matter in an astrophysical context, and
may provide a means of mapping its spatial distribution and
constraining its particle nature. Current searches for signa-
tures of dark matter annihilation or decay using gamma rays
have made substantial progress in recent years [1–7], with sen-
sitivity to dark matter annihilation beginning to reach the
favored regions of parameter space for thermal relic weakly-
interacting massive particle (WIMP) dark matter [8, 9].
The most robust constraints on indirect dark matter sig-
nals are obtained by placing limits on the total amplitude of a
dark matter signal without attempting any background mod-
eling. For a few targets, such as Milky Way dwarf spheroidal
galaxies [1, 2], the expected backgrounds are small, and thus
the sensitivity is not significantly weakened by neglecting to
model the backgrounds. However, for many favorable indirect
search targets in gamma rays, including the Inner Galaxy and
the Isotropic Gamma-Ray Background (IGRB), the guaran-
teed backgrounds are substantial and currently not strongly
constrained. As a result, dark matter searches in these re-
gions could be made considerably more sensitive by improved
knowledge of backgrounds.
While most indirect searches to date have resulted in lim-
its being placed, in some cases intriguing hints of a possible
signal have been uncovered. Several groups have reported
an excess in GeV gamma-ray emission originating from the
Galactic Center [3, 5, 7, 10–12] and Inner Galaxy [12, 13];
here I use Galactic Center to refer to the region within a
few degrees of the dynamical center of the Galaxy, and Inner
Galaxy to refer to the region extending a few tens of degrees
from the Galactic Center. However, in all of these studies the
putative dark matter signal was detected using an approach
that required some form of background modeling. Due to un-
certainties in the emission from non-dark-matter sources in
this region, the interpretation of these possible detections of
excess emission over a background model as a dark matter
signal has been challenged, see, e.g. [14, 15]; see also [16].
Indirect searches focusing on the IGRB have generated in-
teresting constraints on dark matter properties [17, 18], how-
ever these limits depend strongly on the expected contribu-
tions to the IGRB from other gamma-ray source populations.
The IGRB is guaranteed to contain contributions from unde-
tected members of the many gamma-ray source classes that
already have confirmed members [19]. The recent sharp in-
crease in the number of detected and characterized gamma-
ray sources by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) and
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) such as
H.E.S.S., VERITAS, and MAGIC make improved modeling
of IGRB contributions possible via population studies of de-
tected sources. The fact that the observed spectral shape
of the IGRB does not exhibit any distinct features, com-
bined with the expected levels of contributions from confirmed
source classes, strongly suggests that any dark matter signal
will be subdominant. A more accurate determination of the
contributions of non-dark-matter sources to the IGRB could
thus have a major impact on indirect searches.
Over the last ∼ 5 years the Fermi LAT has accumu-
lated high-quality all-sky data at energies from ∼ 100 MeV
to & 500 GeV, and continues to collect data and to refine
the characterization of the instrument [20, 21]. At the same
time, ground-based IACTs have opened a new window on
the TeV sky, and the upcoming Cherenkov Telescope Ar-
ray (CTA) is expected to deliver unprecedented sensitivity
and angular resolution at energies above ∼ 100 GeV, with a
larger field-of-view and effective area than currently-operating
IACTs (e.g., [22]). It is thus timely to reevaluate indirect dark
matter search strategies to determine the most effective ap-
proaches for current and upcoming data sets and to identify
ways to fully take advantage of the capabilities of future in-
struments.
In this paper I focus on two favorable targets of indi-
rect searches, the Inner Galaxy and the IGRB, and dis-
cuss approaches to improving sensitivity to dark matter sig-
nals. Spectral information (including multi-wavelength stud-
ies spanning a broad range of energies) and spatial informa-
tion are key discriminants that have been leveraged in past
searches, and should continue to play a role in future searches.
In this work I also emphasize the importance of an improved
understanding of sources of background and impostor signals,
and the potential of such improvements to enable more sen-
sitive dark matter searches. Although here I discuss tech-
niques for extending the reach of indirect searches with pho-
tons, indirect searches using charged particles and neutrinos
also provide important, complementary information (see [23]
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and references therein). Making use of such complementary
results is essential to maximize returns from the data by using
all available information, to alleviate issues with systematics
associated with a single experiment, and to help to efficiently
direct future efforts.
The Inner Galaxy
The density of dark matter increases rapidly toward the
Galactic Center, making the Inner Galaxy one of the strongest
sources of high-energy emission from dark matter in the sky,
and one of the most optimistic targets of indirect searches.
However, the Galactic Center is one of the most complicated
regions of the sky in gamma rays, as it is home to a wide vari-
ety of astrophysical sources, including the supermassive black
hole Sgr A?, a supernova remnant, and a giant molecular cloud
complex.
H.E.S.S. observations of the inner few degrees around the
Galactic Center at energies greater than 380 GeV revealed
a point-like source of high-energy emission at the dynamical
center of the Milky Way, as well as evidence for emission ex-
tending several degrees that is strongly spatially correlated
with molecular clouds [24], see also [25]. The spectrum of the
central point source is compatible with a power law over the
energy range analyzed and thus shows no clear evidence for a
dark matter origin [26], which would instead imply a cut-off
in the spectrum at the energy corresponding to the dark mat-
ter particle mass for an annihilation signal (half of the dark
matter particle mass in the case of decay).
Several groups have analyzed Fermi LAT observations of
the Galactic Center, however no consensus on their inter-
pretation has emerged. While some groups have claimed a
significant extended excess at the Galactic Center at GeV
energies, consistent with dark matter expectations and in-
compatible with models of detected point sources and diffuse
emission [3, 5, 11, 12], others have questioned the analysis
approach that revealed the excess [14] or offered alternative
explanations for the claimed signals [15, 27].
In all of these cases of claimed detections, the excess emis-
sion was identified by performing some type of modeling of the
astrophysical emission in the region, and finding that there
was additional emission beyond what could be accommodated
by the model. Substantial uncertainties exist in the models of
diffuse gamma-ray emission from the Galactic Center due to
limited knowledge of cosmic-ray sources and the interstellar
gas and radiation fields [28]. In principle one could use the
fact that the gamma-ray spectra resulting from dark matter
annihilation and decay are expected to differ somewhat from
that of the diffuse background emission, in order to identify a
signal of dark matter origin. However due to the complexity of
the region and the fact that any diffuse model of the Galactic
Center includes several components with distinct spectra that
are summed to account for the total emission, it is difficult
to dismiss the possibility that excesses at certain energies are
simply artifacts resulting from inaccuracies in or incomplete-
ness of the diffuse model.
Furthermore, undetected members of Galactic source pop-
ulations also contribute to the measured diffuse emission from
the Galactic Center region [29]. Of special concern for a dark
matter study is the emission from unresolved pulsars, which
can exhibit a similar gamma-ray energy spectrum to that asso-
ciated with some dark matter models. In particular, gamma-
ray millisecond pulsars (MSPs) have frequently been cited as
a possible impostor signal not only because of their energy
spectrum but also because their expected angular distribution
in the Inner Galaxy could mimic that of a dark matter signal
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of gamma rays from annihilation of 35 GeV dark matter particles
to bb¯ (solid curve), which represents a good fit to the Galactic Center GeV excess,
compared with the best-fit spectrum for 37 gamma-ray MSPs detected by the Fermi
LAT (dashed curve) as determined in [16]. The MSP spectrum is not sufficiently hard
to fit the low-energy part of the spectrum of the Inner Galaxy excess.
(e.g., [7, 15]). MSPs are pulsars which have been “spun-up” as
a result of accretion from a binary companion. MSPs can be as
luminous as ordinary pulsars, but have shorter periods, evolve
more slowly, and live much longer. MSPs typically have much
lower velocities than ordinary pulsars, which would allow them
to remain near the Galactic Center if formed there, while their
longer lifetimes could enable MSPs formed throughout the
Galaxy to slowly migrate away from the Galactic plane; ordi-
nary pulsars would likely become faint before traveling very
far from where they were formed. Consequently, similar to
the emission from dark matter annihilation, the MSP spatial
distribution may be concentrated near the Galactic Center
but also extend significantly away from the plane. Based on
the typical observed gamma-ray fluxes of MSPs, it has been
suggested that a population of ∼ 1000 MSPs in the Galactic
Center could explain the GeV excess [7], although it has not
been established that such a population of MSPs exists in the
Galactic Center.
Recently an excess with a similar spectrum to that of the
Galactic Center GeV excess has been claimed in Fermi data
at higher Galactic latitudes [12, 13], with an angular distri-
bution and energy spectrum consistent with expectations for
annihilation of light WIMP dark matter. Although the de-
tection of this Inner Galaxy excess is still subject to uncer-
tainties in the diffuse emission model and the contribution
of unresolved sources, at higher latitudes the uncertainties
in the diffuse model may be somewhat reduced, making this
a particularly intriguing claim. It remains unclear whether
unresolved MSPs could explain the Galactic Center GeV ex-
cess, however it appears that the energy spectrum of typical
MSPs is mildly inconsistent with that of the Inner Galaxy
excess (Fig. 1), and moreover commonly-adopted models of
the luminosity and spatial distribution of the Galactic MSP
population cannot account for the amplitude of the excess
without severely overproducing the number of bright gamma-
ray MSPs [16]. Even though it may be difficult to account
for the entirety of the claimed high-latitude excess with unre-
solved MSPs, it is likely that MSPs contribute at some level,
and accounting for their contribution could lead to different
spectral properties or a modified angular distribution of the
remaining excess emission, which may challenge dark matter
interpretations.
Other possible issues for a dark matter interpretation of
the Galactic Center excess have been identified when jointly
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considering the H.E.S.S. and Fermi data. A component of
the central point source spectrum can be well-modeled in
both data sets by a single power law spanning several decades
in energy, but it is challenging to model both the GeV and
TeV deviations from a power law with a single dark mat-
ter model [30]. In addition, while variability is seen in radio
(e.g., [31]) and X-ray (e.g., [32]) observations of Sgr A?, no
variability has been seen in gamma rays [33], suggesting that
the source of the gamma-ray emission differs from that of the
lower-energy signals. The situation is further complicated by
the differing angular resolution of the H.E.S.S and Fermi data
sets, making it difficult to compare the emission originating
from the same regions of the sky. However, in [34] the authors
argue that the improved angular resolution of CTA will be suf-
ficient to distinguish between a gamma-ray point source and
a hadronic extended emission scenario at the Galactic Center.
Multi-wavelength observations offer an important means
of testing dark matter interpretations (e.g., [35–37]) and char-
acterizing astrophysical backgrounds and impostor signals in
the Inner Galaxy (e.g., [27, 38]), thereby enabling more sensi-
tive indirect searches. Cosmic rays produced by dark matter
annihilation and decay as well as by astrophysical sources gen-
erate secondary emission spanning radio to gamma-ray ener-
gies due to interactions with the interstellar gas, photon fields,
and magnetic fields. Studies using lower-energy observations
of the Galactic Center have generated important constraints
on a variety of dark matter models (e.g., [39–41]). Upcom-
ing observations at a variety of wavelengths, e.g., those from
LOFAR, NuSTAR, and CTA, in addition to recent data from
Planck, have the potential to significantly improve our under-
standing of astrophysical sources of emission and the environ-
ment of the Inner Galaxy, and to narrow the parameter space
of viable dark matter models.
The IGRB
The IGRB is a faint all-sky glow at gamma-ray energies that
has been detected and characterized by several instruments,
most recently by the Fermi LAT. It is thought to repre-
sent the collective emission from both extragalactic and some
Galactic gamma-ray sources which are not detected individ-
ually. Note that the term IGRB is used to refer to emission
which appears to be statistically isotropic, i.e., having no pre-
ferred direction; it does not mean that the emission is smooth
and of equal intensity in all directions. Although the intensity
of the IGRB is in fact observed to be fairly uniform on large
angular scales, it exhibits anisotropies on small angular scales
which have been used to study its origin, as discussed below.
The vast majority of emission from dark matter annihila-
tion and decay in structures throughout the Universe, as well
as in our own Galaxy, is unlikely to be resolved into individual
sources by current or upcoming instruments. Consequently,
the collective emission from these processes will contribute to
the measured diffuse emission. The IGRB is thus an impor-
tant target for indirect dark matter searches.
In recent years our understanding of the contribution of
several astrophysical source classes to the IGRB has improved
greatly, while at the same time the question of the IGRB
composition has become more complicated as it has become
clear that many different source populations, both extragalac-
tic and Galactic, contribute at some level. The source classes
currently thought to provide the most important contribu-
tions are blazars [18, 42, 43], starforming galaxies [44], radio
galaxies [45], misaligned AGN [46], and Galactic millisecond
pulsars [47].
The IGRB intensity spectrum. The intensity spectrum of the
IGRB as measured by the Fermi LAT [48] along with the
expected contributions to the IGRB from several confirmed
gamma-ray source populations are shown in Fig. 2. It is no-
table both that the sum of the contributions shown in Fig. 2
is insufficient to account for the measured IGRB intensity,
and that the uncertainty on the contribution of each individ-
ual source class is large. This uncertainty in the composi-
tion of the IGRB intensity poses a challenge for performing
highly sensitive indirect dark matter searches since within the
uncertainty there remains a great deal of room for a dark
matter component in the IGRB. On the other hand, reduc-
ing the uncertainty on the energy-dependent level of emission
contributed by non-exotic sources has the potential to signif-
icantly increase the reach of indirect dark matter searches by
more precisely pinning down the energy spectrum and ampli-
tude of the emission available to be attributed to dark matter
signals.
The fact that new individual gamma-ray sources will be
resolved with future observations has two important implica-
tions for improving dark matter searches in the IGRB. First,
as more sources are resolved, the intensity of the IGRB will de-
crease, reducing the emission available to possible dark matter
signals [49]. Second, as the number of detected and character-
ized sources increases, population models of sources contribut-
ing to the IGRB will improve, enabling more robust estimates
of the collective contribution of known sources to the IGRB
intensity.
Anisotropies in the IGRB. In addition to the spectral infor-
mation encoded in its total intensity spectrum, the IGRB
also contains spatial information which can be used to re-
veal its components, in the form of small-angular-scale fluctu-
ations. These anisotropies in the IGRB provide a statistical
measure of the properties of contributing source populations
(the anisotropy encodes the flux distribution and clustering
properties of the sources). Several studies have predicted the
anisotropy arising from specific source classes that contribute
to the IGRB, including blazars [50–53], starforming galax-
ies [54], Galactic millisecond pulsars [55], and Galactic and
extragalactic dark matter annihilation and decay [50, 56–60].
The first measurement of small-scale anisotropy in the
IGRB was recently made with the Fermi LAT [61]. Angular
power was measured in four energy bins spanning 1–50 GeV,
with significant (> 3σ) detections in the three bins cover-
ing 1–10 GeV. This measurement has lead to new constraints
on source populations by requiring consistency between the
predicted and measured anisotropy. In particular, strong
constraints have been obtained on blazar population mod-
els, severely limiting their contribution to the IGRB intensity
to less than ∼ 20% [52, 53] and excluding certain proposed
models which explain a larger fraction of the IGRB intensity.
In addition, independent constraints on dark matter models
have been derived from the anisotropy measurement [62, 63].
The impact of modeling contributions from astrophysical
source populations can been seen in Fig. 3. The left panel
shows the 95% C.L. upper limit on the dark matter annihila-
tion cross section as a function of WIMP mass, obtained with
the conservative approach of requiring only that the dark mat-
ter anisotropy does not exceed the total measured anisotropy,
with the dark matter anisotropy determined as in [60]. The
constraints in the right panel are instead obtained by requir-
ing that the dark matter signal not exceed the 95% C.L. upper
limit on the non-blazar anisotropy, with the blazar anisotropy
calculated in [52] and the dark matter anisotropy again deter-
mined as in [60]. The dark matter limits improve by a factor of
a few due to modeling this one significant guaranteed compo-
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Fig. 2. Intensity spectrum of the IGRB [48]. Predictions for contributions of selected gamma-ray source classes [42–45] are also shown, with uncertainties. The sum of the
components shown falls short of the total measured emission at most energies, with large uncertainties at all energies. From [64].
Fig. 3. Preliminary constraints on dark matter annihilation to τ+τ− from the measured anisotropy of the IGRB [61]. Left panel: 95% C.L. upper limit on the annihilation
cross section when allowing dark matter to contribute the entirety of the measured anisotropy; constraints are shown for each energy bin of the anisotropy measurement. Right
panel: 95% C.L. upper limit on the annihilation cross section allowing dark matter to contribute the entirety of the non-blazar anisotropy. The limits improve by a factor of a
few when accounting for the blazar contribution to the IGRB anisotropy. From [62].
nent of the IGRB. Tying down the anisotropy contributions of
other IGRB contributors will further increase the sensitivity
of dark matter searches in the IGRB.
As noted previously, if the dark matter signal is sufficiently
subdominant that the energy spectrum of the total measured
emission does not display a clear feature, identifying compo-
nents of diffuse emission based on the total energy spectrum
alone is challenging. However, the distinct energy spectra of
the components still provide valuable information. New ap-
proaches to disentangle the contributions of multiple sources
to diffuse emission by combining the anisotropy and energy
spectrum information have been proposed [65, 66]. In [66]
several techniques are presented which, in certain situations,
allow the intensity spectra of the components of diffuse emis-
sion to be recovered using only the measured intensity energy
spectrum and anisotropy energy spectrum (angular power at
a fixed multipole as a function of energy). In these situations
the intensity spectrum of each component contributing to dif-
fuse emission can be solved for analytically from the observed
intensity and anisotropy energy spectra, without making a
priori assumptions about the intensity spectra or anisotropy
properties of the components. An example decomposition of a
hypothetical IGRB scenario, consistent with current observa-
tions (shown in red), is illustrated in Fig. 4. The component
spectra in the right panel are determined using only the ob-
servations shown in black in the left panel. A two-component
scenario in which the components are uncorrelated is assumed
in this example. These techniques, which rely on features
observed in the anisotropy energy spectrum, can be used to
model-independently identify the intensity spectra of multi-
ple contributors to diffuse emission, and can be particularly
valuable for extracting information about a subdominant con-
tributor, such as a dark matter signal. These decomposition
techniques are also applicable to multi-wavelength data sets,
allowing for more powerful analyses covering a broad energy
range.
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Fig. 4. Left panel: Simulated observations for an example two-component IGRB composition scenario assuming 10 years of all-sky observation with the Fermi LAT
(black points), consistent with current observations (red points). Right panel: Component intensity spectra decomposed from the simulated observations shown in the left
panel, using the Double Plateau technique. From [66].
Conclusions
Indirect searches for dark matter annihilation and decay prod-
ucts have the unique potential to confirm the particle nature
of dark matter using astrophysical observations. With current
searches already probing exciting regions of parameter space,
future observations will play a critical role in advancing our
knowledge of dark matter.
Some of the most promising targets of indirect searches are
also the most challenging due to the presence of substantial
astrophysical backgrounds. However, making use of upcoming
multi-wavelength data sets will enable far better characteriza-
tion of these backgrounds, reduce uncertainties in the astro-
physical emission, and thereby allow for more sensitive indi-
rect searches. Moreover, new approaches that incorporate an-
gular and spectral information in previously unexplored ways
can further help to meet the challenge of detecting a subdom-
inant dark matter signal.
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